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- **Abstract (300 words):**

The paper reports on strategies used by university educators to develop and maintain a positive rapport with students during the COVID-19 pandemic crisis conducting emergency remote teaching (ERT). Due to the transition from face-to-face classroom interaction to online teaching and learning, and the subsequent physical distancing, opportunities to develop close relations with students were reduced. One strategy to deal with this problem was to change the way written feedback to students was provided by using more dialogic communication based on Walker’s (2004) DISCOUNT coding system. Other strategies included organizing virtual consultations via Zoom, surveys on online learning or interviews with students to listen to the needs of students.

From these mechanisms, we learn that student concerns regarding total online learning include self-regulation, feelings of isolation, and the lack of a conducive environment for learning. Things that students appreciated for an effective online learning environment include clear instructions, timely teaching materials, lessons recordings for them to revisit concepts, opportunities for consultation and trials run for online assessment. Therefore, connecting with students through innovative methods and finding ways for them to connect to discuss lessons can promote engagement and reduce the feeling of being isolated during online learning. Additionally, familiarity of online networked learning may be deemed essential to cultivate better rapport with students.
Consequently, timely training for educators on digital literacy, the pros and cons of online mediated open learning, and designing online blended learning to facilitate optimum learning environment is crucial. In an online environment, though technology renders quick solutions for developing interactions and social networks, more research needs to be done to evaluate if these platforms are effective from the learner’s perspective.
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